
A framework for German discourse particles

Claim: I analyze the three German discourse particles ja, etwa and nicht within the Farkas
& Bruce (2010) discourse framework (similar to Döring 2016) as speech act modifiers while
explicitly spelling out my background assumptions. The aim is to reduce the meaning
of discourse particles (dps) to modifying independently motivated elementary discourse
components, contra conceptions of dps as epistemic or attitude-modifying elements.
Background: I define a German discourse particle as a particle that applies a single
change to the effects speech act operators have (similar to Jacobs 1991) on the discourse
components in the F&B framework. Previous epistemically oriented proposals should
emerge as pragmatic inferences. Modifying the effect a finite number of speech acts have
on a finite number of discourse components derives their classification as a closed class of
a small number of functional elements. This definition potentially selects a subset of what
has been called modal particles in German (e.g. ruhig and focussed ja might be argued
to indicate the strength of force in imperatives, i.e. true modal particles that do not fall
under the current definition); this helps to delineate classes of particles according to their
function. As a restrictive check, the distribution of dps across different sentence types
should be completely derivable from their meaning. The following analyses illustrate:
Analyses: accounts of ja as CG marker (Thurmair 1989) have been falsified by surprise
examples (e.g. Lindner 1991); more recent accounts of ja as an epistemic particle expressing
uncontroversiality (Grosz 2010, Kaufmann & Kaufmann 2012) lack a formal rendering
of this descriptive term. Furthermore, felicitous co-occurrence of ja with epistemic items
expressing uncertainty and its inability to appear in direct answers to the QUD (1) are
difficult to explain:

(1) A: Where is Peter?
B: #Peter ist ja zu Hause
B: Peter is ja at home.

(2) A (S [D], a, Ki) = Ko such that

i. DCa,o = DCa,i ∪ {p}
ii. To = push(〈S[D]; {p}〉, Ti)
iii.PSo = PSi∪ {p}

In the F&B-model, default assertions as in (2) (i) add discourse commitments, (ii) place
the proposition on the Table (iii) which leads to a projected future of this proposition
ending up in the CG. I propose that ja, taking speech acts as inputs, changes (ii) such
that the target of the move is the CG, not the Table. Such a move is illicit for addressing
QUDs in this model (a fact reified by the Table), deriving above infelicity.

(3) ja(M) = M’

a. Condition on Move M :
M has the effect:
(i.) To = push(〈S[X]; {ϕ}〉, Ti)
(ii.) DCa,o = DCa,i ∪ p

b. Change
1. Delete effect (a(i.))
2. Add denotation to Common Ground directly: CGo = CGi ∪ {p}

But any assertion not directly addressing the QUD is a potential context for ja:

(4) A: Are we going outside today?
B: Es regnet ja, wir gehen also nicht raus.
B: It’s ja raining, so we won’t go outside.



Only the independently necessary notion of QUD (i.e. the Table) is relevant for the
felicity of ja. Epistemic stances traditionally associated with ja can be accounted for
as frequent extra-grammatical justification (direct evidence, CG etc.) for the direct CG
update, arising from the underlying abstract meaning. Questions and imperatives can
be shown not to match the subcategorization requirements of ja, correctly deriving ja’s
distribution. Additionally, ja provides further evidence for pragmatic approaches towards
rhetorical questions (Caponigro & Sprouse 2007) over ones who treat them as covert
assertions (Han 2002) as the last cannot derive the incompatibility with ja. ja can also be
treated as a marker of not-at-issue content as conceived in AnderBois et al. (2013) which
treat appositives as direct CG updates. Further parallels to this proposal is the ability to
directly challenge ja-utterances like final appositives since linear adjacency to challenged
content seems to be a relevant factor.
If time permits, etwa and (high negation) nicht can be shown to be two sides of the
same coin (following Gieselmann & Caponigro 2013). Discussion of their properties in
previous literature is parallel, differing only in polarity. For etwa, evidence for p but prior
expectation of ¬p (Thurmair 1989) has been proposed whereas for high negation in English
and German opposite features have been put forward (Romero & Han 2004, AnderBois
2019):

(5) A: The Crown was so exciting yester-
day.
B: Schaust du den Kram etwa?
B: Do you watch that stuff etwa?

(6) Ist er nicht wunderschön?
Isn’t he beautiful?

In line with the above assumption that dps do not convey speaker attitudes, notions
based on expectations, evidentiality, desired outcomes and prior beliefs can be shown to
be cancellable components of both particles. An uncancellable notion of question bias
remains. F&B’s Projected Set (PS), independently needed to explain privileged future
states out of all possible reactions to assertions and questions, lends itself easily to encode
this likelihood-independent bias as the default reaction to etwa/nicht-questions, regardless
of speaker’s desires/expectations; these particles turn a speech act with PS {p,¬p} into
one with only {¬p} or {p}, respectively. This correctly predicts their inability to occur in
any other speech act apart from polar questions. A lexical account of nicht also solves
the problem of high negation as an uncancellable pragmatic implicature in all previous
accounts. Homophony with the negation particle is not problematic but rather expected
as virtually all dps have homophones.
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